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When you are to assess that statement from the Minister it is saying that policymakers are aware that drug use
in Dominica is a major problem and it is affecting the entire health system. This situation APU ON and ground
equipment connected to the aircraft simultaneously is seen on many airport platforms. While in-flight fuel
savings are thus gained, their scope for further progress is also limited. Its kerosene consumption and
maintenance costs are very high, compared to the costs of using ground equipment electric motors or diesel
engines. Guinault customises its commercial offer to ensure the shutdown of the APU, taking into account the
type of aircraft, its configuration, airline processes, the geographical area We are willing to bring in a small
number of vagrants, those who we think who are most disturbed, give them an opportunity to be rehabilitated
and to become healthy again. Guinault, which specialises in the provision of APU substitution solutions and
which has unique technical expertise in industrial refrigeration, power electronics and electromagnetism to
rely on, is focused on stopping the use of the APU by its customers. Minister for Health and the Environment,
Dr. Traditionally, equipment supplied by general manufacturers did not allow for a realistic substitution of the
APU, forcing the pilot to start the APU to ensure passenger comfort while the aircraft was parked. As the APU
does not require the shutdown of ground support equipment, the ground equipment operates without powering
the aircraft, and consumes and costs while the APU provides the necessary electrical and climatic supply for
the aircraft. Benjamin revealed that a proposal has been made to Government to address the issue of vagrancy
in the capital. Clearly this would require the collaboration of all and sundry including but not limited to
tourism, legal affairs, national security, housing and other social services but the Ministry of Health is
prepared to lead the fight in addressing it and a social impact assessment will soon be conducted that will
guide a long-term policy on the management of vagrancy here in Dominica. It is common knowledge and no
secret that this situation is having a negative impact on our visitors especially those from the cruise ships.
Airlines are looking for cost reductions and new sources of revenue. We propose that the Psychiatric Unit can
be used as a day hospital facility from 8am to 4pm. Kenneth Darroux confirmed that the proposal to eliminate
vagrancy will soon be presented to Cabinet for consideration. He says that the staff of the APU is up to the
challenge of getting them rehabilitated. Numerous studies have allowed airlines to reduce their fuel
expenditure in flight by optimising approach trajectories and their speed, using the latest generation aircraft
equipped with economical engines Airlines tend to focus on saving money on one key item: fuel costs. There
are substantial saving opportunities when the aircraft is on the ground at the airport: aircraft APUs are often
still working.

